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Product Information

Product Name:
The FlangeBand PlumBud Sealing System

Manufacturer:
SEALUX LIMITED

Fig. 1

General Description: FlangeBand PlumBud is a three part shower base and bathtub perimeter joint upstand sealing
system comprising of: (1) a Sealux Strip, (2) a Foam Backer Rod and (3) Sealux-N Silicone. The FlangeBand PlumBud Sealing
System is used for waterproofing transition joints between flange free shower bases/tubs and adjacent wall/floor
substrates either as a standalone joint sealing system or as a component of an all-in waterproofing system.
FlangeBand PlumBud: In the PlumBud version of
FlangeBand (Fig. 1), the acoustic/sealant foam
backer rod is supplied pre-bonded to the Sealux
strip.
The strip comprises of a central waterproof
membrane, both sides of which are layered with a
non-woven fleece material for mechanical
adhesion with sealant and tile adhesive (Fig. 2).
On the receptor rim side, the strip (Fig. 2) is
partially layered with a 13mm wide red tinged
silicone film that provides tenacious adhesion
with Sealux-N high performance neutral curing
silicone.
A self-adhesive bed on the wall side of the strip
facilitates a part bonding of the strip to the wall
during the installation process (Fig. 1).
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When unwound for installation, the adhesive release liner is progressively removed off the foam backer rod and the
PlumBud 'strip/backer rod' assembly (Fig. 1) is aligned and bonded onto shower base and tub sidewalls using the strip
alignment guide provided to create a sealant reservoir for Sealux-N Silicone between the wall and rim. After installation
of the receptor, the strip is bonded to the wall and joint sealed with Sealux-N silicone.
The acoustic/sealant foam backer rod bonded to the Sealux strip adjacently below the red tinged silicone film reduces
noise transmission into the shower wall and fixes the silicone at a depth that maximises its flexibility.
Material Composition of Sealux Strip Membrane: Refer to Sealux Strip Data Sheets.
Material Composition of the Foam Backer Rod: Refer to Sealux Backer Rod Data Sheets.
Material Composition of Sealux-N: Sealux-N is a versatile one component low modulus neutral curing sanitary silicone.
After application the silicone cures under the influence of humidity to form a durable elastic rubber joint sealing
compound. Refer to Sealux-N data sheets fore more information.
FlangeBand is a patented product. Sealux, FlangeBand and PlumBud are trademarks of Sealux Limited. We reserve the
right to add, withdraw or modify our product range and specification without notice. Product liability is limited to product
replacement. Product details and data sheets are available on www.sealux.com Email: info@sealux.com Tel. Ireland:
+353 (0)1 2989 121 Sealux Ltd. © Doc. Date 09/2021

